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POSSIBILITIES OF THE APPLICATION 

PROCEDURES AT MODELS OF NOISE 

IMMISSIONS IN WORK ENVIRONMENT 
 

Abstract: The paper is focused on the comparison of 
software products intended for visualization of interior 

noise. On the market is the amount of software products 

enabling modelling of acoustic situations, whether 

existing of proposed industrial plants. In the selection 

software products, it is important to know their 

algorithms, options, differences and their advantages 

and disadvantages for the objective assessment of 

acoustic situations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

 Several authors deal with simulation 

of acoustic situation in workplaces. These 

authors focus on experimental comparison 

of software calculations with actual 

measurements. Dado in "Prediction of 

noise in the work environment (2012)" 

based on the comparison of values daily 

exposure to noise, obtained by  prediction 
and measurement in six industrial halls, 

created the predictive model in software 

Izofonik, where the average accuracy was 

detected 1.55 dB. Hodgson, in "Case 

History: Factory Noise Prediction Using 

Ray Tracing - Experimental Validation 

and Effectiveness of Noise Control 

Measures (1989)" for purpose of 

validating accuracy of ray tracing method, 

developed simulation model metalworking 

workshop and comparing the measured 
and predicted values of sound pressure 

levels detected in five octave bands 

average difference 0.3 dB with a standard 

deviation of 0.9 dB. Boudreau and 

L'Espérance in "Techniques for Using Ray 

Tracing for Complicated Spaces (2001)" 

created acoustic model of hydropower 

plant in simulation program Rayscat and 

by comparing the measured and predicted 

values detected average difference 0.3 dB. 

Hodgson in "Ray-Tracing Prediction of 
Noise Levels in a Nuclear Power - 

Generating Station (1997)" verified 

accuracy of the simulation model created 

of ray tracing method on sound 

propagation in nuclear power plants. The 

average difference between the predicted 

and measured values was less than 2 dB. 

Dance in "Minimal input models for sound 

level prediction fitted in enclosed spaces 

(2002)" verified accuracy of the simulation 

models of sound propagation in two 
industrial halls (metalworking, filling 

bottles) generated using the method CISM, 

which is based on geometrical method of 

image sources. The average difference 

between the predicted and measured 

values was 1.3 dB. Rindel and Christensen 

in “Odeon, a design tool for noise control 

in indoor environments (2007)” compared 

values of equivalent continuous A-

weighted sound pressure level in the 

engine room of power plant obtained 
through simulation program Odeon with 

measured values and detected good 

agreement (average difference between 

values was 0.3 dB with a maximum 

deviation of 2.2 dB). Similar results 

detected Probst in "The Calculation of 

Sound Propagation in Rooms to Determine 

Noise Exposure at Workplaces (2009)", 
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which created simulation model of the 

production hall in program CadnaR.  

Based on the obtained results it can be 

stated that in the context of assessing risks 

from exposure to noise in work 

environments, interior noise maps are 

suitable information tool at visualization of 
observance of limit values of accordance 

with applicable legislation. 

Differences found in the comparison 

the results of measurements and 

simulations consist primarily of certain 

restrictions of programs and 

simplifications at creation of simulation 

models themselves. Created simulation 

models ignore certain acoustic parameters 

of real industrial buildings, for example 

interior elements (columns, skylights, 

pipes). Mostly the values obtained by 
simulation are lower than the values 

obtained by measurement. There is some 

uncertainty about the input parameters. 

Prediction of noise in workplaces demands 

input data describing emission noise of 

equipment and other elements, which 

generate noise, acoustic properties of 

surfaces rooms and structures. Defining 

those parameters is associated with 

uncertainty (e.g. actual noise level of 

equipments is different from manufacturer 
declared value or determines absorption 

coefficients based on the estimation). 

Immission sound pressure levels with A-

weighting in the workplace are generally 

about 5 to 15 dB higher than the declared 

emission sound pressure levels as a result 

of reflections from walls, contributions 

from other noise sources and operating 

conditions other than those for which is 

noise declared.  

 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 

PREDICTION OF NOISE IN THE 

WORKPLACE 
 

The basic and major problem in 

predicting workplace noise remains and 

will remain for the foreseeable future, the 

issue of quality of input data. Reinsurance, 

acquisition, processing and appropriate 

conversion of these input data constitutes 

the biggest problem in the processing of 

noise maps. [4] 
 

2.1 Input data 

 Accuracy of the results of calculation 

programs is mainly caused by accuracy 

and quality of input data. Any calculation 

program is only an executive tool for 

modeling the acoustic situation. To the 

calculation procedure or used software 

product would be to acceptable for noise 
calculation, it is necessary to see to it that 

showed results in the grade of accuracy 

with which it is possible to obtain 

measurement results. Which generally 

means that the difference between the 

value - LAeq from the conventional true 

value - LAeq should be less than 2 dB. [4] 

To calculate the sound pressure at certain 

points there are methods and programs, 

which need the following input parameters 

[5]: 

 dimensions of noise sources, 

information about noise emission 

from equipment, individual sound 

power (i.e. noise load) - usually 

listed in the data sheets, 

 measured values of equivalent 

continuous A-weighted sound 

pressure level, values of sound 

pressure level in certain places, 

 dimensions of object, total 

construction situations (e.g. 
groundplan) from which is 

apparent position of the various 

noise sources, appliance space, 

the location of walls, window and 

door frames and skylight, and 

displaying of zones employees, 

 building material of individual 

exterior walls, interior walls, 

including ceiling (roof), type of 

windows and doors, the material 

used for skylights, etc.., 

 absorption coefficients and 
surface reflection, these may be 
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rounded according to the 

theoretical values, 

 number of shifts work, 

 on exposure calculation are also 

required exposure times for 

different workplace.  

The result is a map of noise immission 
consisting of multiple sources and 

reflections from walls. Interior noise maps 

are used in design of new workplaces and 

workplaces that were significantly 

renovated. Noise maps predict the future 

state and enable comparison of several 

alternatives to select the best solution or to 

achieve a lower noise level. 

Different alternatives can be compared 

on the basis of [4]: 

 changes in emissions of 
equipment, such as the 

installation quieter equipment or 

use covers, 

 changes of position worker or 
equipment in workshop,  

 increasing absorption of 

respective surfaces. 

Programs for creation of interior noise 

maps are an effective tool in solving 

acoustic situation inside company and in 

its surroundings. The results include a 

degree of uncertainty depending on 
calculation method, reliability of 

parameters and assumptions calculations. 

However, different results that reflect 

different solutions, is possible compare. 

These results may help to sensible choice. 

"Reasonable selection" can be reached 

after consideration [4]: 

 calculated noise levels for each 

situation, 

 the consequences of each solution 

(price, impact on working 
procedure, production process, 

quality of output, the impact of 

other factors - health and safety in 

the workplace, accessibility, 

service and safety of equipment, 

pollution, etc.). 

 Selecting an appropriate program for 

the calculation, creation and presentation 

of noise studies depends on various factors 

such as: 

 the possibility of calculating the 

noise immission at the desired 

point or area, 

 the possibility of modeling of 

considered  space,  

 methodology used for the 

calculation,  

 opportunity to set the required 

parameters, corrections, etc. 

Methodology of noise prediction in 

the workplace is described in EN ISO 

11690-3 and based on the general 

flowchart of Figure 1 
 

 

Figure 1 - General flowchart for the 

prediction of noise in the workplace [3] 

 

The first step is necessary to choose the 
acoustic descriptors, which can be e.g. 

sound pressure level at the place of 

operation, data immission resp. exposure, 

decline curves or reverberation times. 

Collecting input data includes 

characteristics [2]: 

 empty room (i.e. area 
bounded by ceiling, floor and walls),  

 inventory of room (i.e. any 

part of filling the room that affects 

sound propagation, eg. machines, 

stored material, pillars, pipes, walls) 

and  

 noise sources at the individual 

levels of complexity (see Tab. 1). 

Reference data (e.g. absorption 

coefficients, emission of sources 

noise, sound pressure levels, noise 
maps etc.) are collected either from 
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previous studies similar of workplaces 

or from the particular workplace, if it 

already exists.  

 

Table 1 - Levels of complexity for description of the input parameters [3] 

 
 

 

Table 2 - Recommended range of levels documents of the input parameters for each category 

of method for predicting noise [3] 

 

 
Choosing a prediction method 

depends primarily on the type of supposed 

sound field and the levels of complexity 

for description of the input parameters. 

Norma distinguishes two categories of 

methods for predicting noise: diffusion 

field methods and geometric methods. In 

predicting noise through the method of 

diffuse field, the sound pressure level at 

point is possible obtained by aggregating 

of direct and reflected fields. If sound field 

in the room is not diffusion, the calculation 

of sound pressure levels using these 

methods generally leads to an 

overestimation. Geometric methods are 

based on the geometric representation of 
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sound propagation in the room in which it 

is assumed the sound propagation by along 

straight lines. Geometric methods include 

techniques: ray tracing, image source and 

diffuse reflection. [2] 

The following table shows the 
recommended range of level for 

documents of input parameters for each 

category of method for predicting 

noise.The resulting values of noise 

prediction can be displayed as a noise 

maps that show immission noise levels or 

exposure to noise. 
 

 

3. NOISE PREDICTION 

METHODS IN INDUSTRIAL 

PLANTS 
 

 Nowadays there are several types 

of software, by which we can simulate a 

virtual space and get its acoustic 

properties. Many of these programs work 

well with CAD systems, what contributes 

to faster creation of model geometry, e.g. 

AutoCAD and then export the geometry of 
the room to the sound software. 

 As for the simulation methods, 

there are several types of algorithms used 

in practice. Among the most common 

methods belongs the Image Source 

Method - IMS and Ray Tracing - RTM and 

its variants (Beam - Tracing, Cone Tracing 

etc..). Some programs also use a 

combination of these methods, the most 

common method of Image Source Method 

of Ray Tracing. Another used method is 

the diffusion field. [1] 
Special group of simulation programs 

are software based on the Finite Element 

Method - FEM and its variants: Volume 

Control Method - CVM or the Boundary 

Element Method - BEM.  

Among the most sophisticated 

methodologies include hybrid methods: 

The Early Reflection Method, Late 

Reflection Method and Late-Ray. 

In general, in creating prediction 

models are applied two different 

approaches, which result is: 

 Creating empirical models.  

 Derivation of theoretical models. 

Empirical models are based on 

experimental data. From the measured 

values of the individual acoustic 

descriptors through statistical modeling 
methods are derived empirical equations. 

[2] 

Unlike empirical models are 

theoretical models derived from the 

principles of wave acoustics, but mainly of 

geometric and statistical acoustics. Many 

of them have become the basis of 

computational algorithms software tools 

that are used in creating simulation models 

of acoustic characteristics of industrial 

halls. In the past, on the acoustic 
simulation of space in industrial buildings, 

were used measurements made in the 

physical model developed in a scale, but 

today this method is used in a very limited 

extent, with respect to time and financial 

demands in comparison with computer 

simulation. [2] 

 

 

4. MODEL SIMULATIONS OF 

BARRIERS IN SOFTWARE 

CADNA R 
 

For observing options of software Cadna 

R were generated simulation of noise 

source on which it is possible to assess and 
analyze the advantages and disadvantages 

of software, methods of calculation and 

total modeling of sound propagation. In 

that software was generated several 

simulation situations:  

 Source of noise in middle of room 

and in corner room of the square 

ground plan 10x10x4 m.  

 Source of noise in middle of room 

and in corner room of the 

rectangular ground plan15x10x4 
m. 

Noise source parameters used for 

modeling:  

Selected sound power of noise sources 
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was 85 dB at 1,5 m height. 

In the software is necessary to enter 

emission spectrum from which is 

dependent sound power level or 

conversely - the sound power level from 

which the dependent emission spectrum. In 

this case, the second option was chosen. 
For the calculation was chosen method 

"Image Sources". Colour scale was created 

in 12 colours in the range of 0-85 dB and 

more.  

Temperature: 20 °C  

Humidity: 60% 

Principle: 

When modeling of simulation 

situations of sound propagation were at 

different distances from the source of noise 

with different heights and lengths placed 
barriers with absorption coefficient           

α = 0.3. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 - Different distance of barriers from the source - 2 barriers (on the left closer to the 

noise source) 

  

Figure 3 - Placing barriers up to the walls (on the left)and placing object instead of barrier 

(on the right) 
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Figure 4 - Different height and distance of barriers from the noise source (on the left shorter 

and lower barriers) 

  
Figure 5 - Placing barriers are tilted with respect to walls (on the right) 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Sound or noise barriers, such as walls 

or screens, are designed to create an 

acoustic shadow by blocking the free flow 

of sound waves. The reduction in sound 

level within this shadow zone behind the 

barrier is dependent on frequency. At high 

frequencies, the effect of the barrier is 

clear, when in low frequencies (long 
wavelength) the shadow effect is 

diminished. 

 The sound barrier location has to be 

well chosen. To work best, the barrier 

must make the sound travel as far as 

possible from the direct route and change 

direction by the greatest angle. The best 

effect of a screen is if it is placed close to 

the noise source. Half way between these 

two is the worst position. The attenuation 

of a screen is mainly determined by the 
effective screen height, H , and the width 

of the screen compared to the size of the 
noise source (Figure 6). 

If it is not possible for the barrier 

placed as close to the source of noise (e.g. 

because of access to the machine), it is 

necessary to propose a greater height and 

length of the barrier, or to consider of 

inclination a barrier to the walls of the 

space in such a way and in such an angle 

that the sound is the minimum quantity 

released into the protected part of the 

space.  
Noise sources should be placed in the 

corners of the room, in order to prevent 

unnecessary propagation of noise on all 

sides of the room. In this case, care must 

be taken to ensure that the noise from the 

equipment shall not endanger the external 

environment through the walls of a space 

or rooms behind these walls. 
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Figure 6 - Location of the barrier from 

the noise source and of the receiver, 

depending on the height of the barrier 

 

Except that barriers must to have a 

good sound absorption, barriers inside 

buildings must always be combined with a 

sound absorbing roof to avoid reflection. 

Normally, the effect of a screen inside a 

building is about 5 – 10 dBA. The sound 

reduction index for the screen has to be 

about 20 – 25 dBA. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Location of the sound-

absorbing materials on the ceiling and 

around the noise source 
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